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Advisories
General Advisory The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or contain all information that readers may require. Prospective investors are encouraged to conduct their own analysis and review of Valeura Energy Inc. (“Valeura”, “VLE”, the “Corporation”, “us”, “our”
or “we”) and of the information contained in this presentation. Without limitation, prospective investors should read the entire record of publicly filed documents relating to the Corporation, consider the advice of their financial, legal, accounting, tax and other professional advisors and such other factors
they consider appropriate in investigating and analysing the Corporation. An investor should rely only on the information provided by the Corporation and is not entitled to rely on parts of that information to the exclusion of others. The Corporation has not authorised anyone to provide investors with
additional or different information, and any such information, including statements in media articles about Valeura, should not be relied upon. In this presentation, unless otherwise indicated, all dollar amounts are expressed in United States dollars.
An investment in the securities of Valeura is speculative and involves a high degree of risk that should be considered by potential investors. Valeura’s business is subject to the risks normally encountered in the oil and gas industry and, more specifically, in the particular jurisdictions in which the
Corporation operates, and certain other risks that are associated with Valeura’s stage of development. An investment in the Corporation’s securities is suitable only for those purchasers who are willing to risk a loss of some or all of their investment and who can afford to lose some or all of their
investment.
This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities, or a proposal to make a takeover bid in any jurisdiction. Neither this document nor the fact of its distribution nor the making of the
presentation constitutes a recommendation regarding any securities. This presentation is being provided to you for information purposes only.
Forward-looking Information Certain information included in this presentation constitutes forward-looking information under applicable securities legislation. Such forward-looking information is for the purpose of explaining management’s current expectations and plans relating to the future. Readers are
cautioned that reliance on such information may not be appropriate for other purposes, such as making investment decisions. Forward-looking information typically contains statements with words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “estimate”, “propose”, “project”, “target” or similar
words suggesting future outcomes or statements regarding an outlook. Forward-looking information in this presentation includes, but is not limited to: the anticipated benefits of the Acquisition and associated benefits to Valeura’s stakeholders; the total cash consideration including contingent payments
and the timing thereof; the receipt of regulatory approvals and other governmental authorisations; statements with respect to the SPV’s net working interest reserves and resources in the acquired assets; funding the Acquisition and associated costs from cash on hand and future cash flows;
development plans and production start-up timelines in the Wassana field, including expected field operating costs, anticipated quarterly net cashflows of US$9 million at current benchmark commodity prices and infill drilling extent and timing; regulatory and partner approvals for a new reduced scope
early development plan for the Rossukon field; expected pricing of Wassana oil sales; anticipated quarterly cash flows; the ability of the MOPU to result in lower cost operations and potentially extending field life; the production capacity of the Rossukon oil field; statements with respect to the Company’s
continued inorganic growth strategy, and evaluation of further opportunities to expand in Thailand to achieve synergies; utilisation of tax losses; statements with respect to employing the Seller’s Thailand workforce; and statements with respect to the tight gas appraisal play in Turkey remaining as a core
part of Valeura’s portfolio. In addition, statements related to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed to be forward-looking information as they involve the implied assessment, based on certain estimates and assumptions, that the resources can be discovered and profitably produced in the future.
Forward-looking information is based on management’s current expectations and assumptions regarding, among other things: the ability to close the Acquisition and to fund it from cash on hand and future cash flow; the ability to successfully re-start production from the Wassana field in Q4 2022; the
ability to achieve a materially lower cost base for the Wassana field in the order of US$36/bbl through the MOPU purchase and other new facility leasing contracts; continued Brent benchmark pricing; the ability to achieve oil sales from Wassana at a discount of approximately US$6/bbl to Brent
benchmark pricing and generate net cashflows at current commodity prices; the ability to fully identify and execute infill drilling opportunities in the Wassana field; the ability to achieve regulatory and partner approvals for a new development plan in the Rossukon field; the ability to successfully pursue
further opportunities in Thailand and achieve synergies including utilisation of tax losses; political stability of the areas in which the Company is operating and completing transactions; continued safety of operations and ability to proceed in a timely manner; the ability to identify attractive merger and
acquisition opportunities to support growth; and the Company’s continued ability to obtain and retain qualified staff and equipment in a timely and cost efficient manner. In addition, the Company’s work programmes and budgets are in part based upon expected agreement among joint venture partners
and associated exploration, development and marketing plans and anticipated costs and sales prices, which are subject to change based on, among other things, the actual results of drilling and related activity, availability of drilling, high-pressure stimulation and other specialised oilfield equipment and
service providers for onshore and offshore operations, changes in partners’ plans and unexpected delays and changes in market conditions. Although the Company believes the expectations and assumptions reflected in such forward-looking information are reasonable, they may prove to be incorrect.
Forward-looking information involves significant known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Exploration, appraisal, and development of oil and natural gas reserves and resources are speculative activities and involve a degree of risk. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ materially
from those anticipated by the Company including, but not limited to: the ability of management to execute its business plan or realise anticipated benefits from the Acquisition; the risks of further disruptions from the COVID-19 pandemic; the risks of currency fluctuations; changes in oil and gas prices and
netbacks in Thailand and Turkey; potential changes in joint venture partner strategies and participation in work programmes; potential assertions of pre-emptive rights by a partner or potential disputes with a partner in connection with the Acquisition; uncertainty regarding the contemplated timelines and
costs for offshore development plans in Thailand and the deep tight gas play evaluation in Turkey; the risks of disruption to operations and access to worksites; potential changes in laws and regulations, and the uncertainty regarding government and other approvals; counterparty risk; risks associated
with weather delays and natural disasters; and the risk associated with international activity. The forward-looking information included in this presentation is expressly qualified in its entirety by this cautionary statement. See the AIF for a detailed discussion of the risk factors.
The forward-looking information contained in this presentation is made as of the date hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable securities
laws. The forward-looking information contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
Oil and Gas Advisories Reserves and contingent resources disclosed in this announcement are based on an independent evaluation conducted by Netherland Sewel Associates, Inc., with an effective date of March 31, 2022 and are more fully described in the Company’s June 13, 2022 press release.
The reserves and contingent resources estimates disclosed in this announcement are estimates only and there is no guarantee that the estimated reserves and contingent resources will be recovered.
Contingent Resources Contingent resources are those quantities of petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable from known accumulations using established technology or technology under development, but which are not currently considered to be commercially recoverable
due to one or more contingencies. Contingencies are conditions that must be satisfied for a portion of contingent resources to be classified as reserves that are: (a) specific to the project being evaluated; and (b) expected to be resolved within a reasonable timeframe. Specific contingencies which
prevent the classification of the contingent resources disclosed in this announcement as reserves are: the uncertainty in performance of additional future G10/48 Wassana infill drilling locations; the current non-commercial nature of the two G10/48 undeveloped discoveries; the uncertainty of the G6/48
Rossukon final development scope and timing; and the pending G6/48 Rossukon development partner and government approvals.
Contingent resources are further classified in accordance with the level of certainty associated with the estimates and may be sub-classified based on a project maturity and/or characterised by their economic status. There are three classifications of contingent resources: low estimate, best estimate and
high estimate. Best estimate is a classification of estimated resources described in the Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook as the best estimate of the quantity that will be actually recovered; it is equally likely that the actual remaining quantities recovered will be greater or less than the best
estimate. If probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a 50 percent probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the best estimate. All of the Company’s contingent resources disclosed in this announcement are best-case estimates.
The project maturity subclasses include development pending, development on hold, development unclarified and development not viable. All of the Company’s contingent resources disclosed in this announcement are classified as either development on hold or development unclarified. Development
on hold is defined as a contingent resource where there is a reasonable chance of development, but there are major non-technical contingencies to be resolved that are usually beyond the control of the operator. Development unclarified is defined as a contingent resource that requires further appraisal
to clarify the potential for development and has been assigned a lower chance of development until commercial considerations can be clearly defined.
Chance of development is the probability of a project being commercially viable. The estimates of contingent resources referred to in this announcement are unrisked and therefore have not been risked for the chance of development.
The development of the contingent resources referred to in this announcement is dependent upon the following factors: the performance of the initial G10/48 Wassana infill drilling campaign; further appraisal of the two G10/48 undeveloped discoveries and their cost of development; the G6/48
Rossukon final development scope, cost and timing; and the pending G6/48 Rossukon development partner and government approvals.
There is uncertainty that it will be commercially viable to produce any portion of the contingent resources disclosed in this announcement.
Barrels of Oil Equivalent A boe is determined by converting a volume of natural gas to barrels using the ratio of 6 Mcf to one barrel. Boes may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A boe conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 boe is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable
at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Further, a conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 boe assumes that the gas is very dry without significant natural gas liquids. Given that the value ratio based on the current price of oil as compared to natural gas is significantly different
from the energy equivalency of 6:1, utilising a conversion on a 6:1 basis may be misleading as an indication of value.
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Valeura Energy Inc.
Overview

Financial

!

Upstream oil & gas exploration and production company
focused on Thailand and Turkey

Debt4

Nil

!

Strong balance sheet and lean organisation

Cash4

US$39.8 million

!

Internationally savvy management team and board

!

Principled and sustainable operating philosophy

!

Clear strategy to add value:

!

Near-term focus on oil production and cash flow

–

Medium-term growth through commercialising an undeveloped
offshore oil field

Shares outstanding5

86,584,989

–

Longer-term growth through a potentially very large deep tight gas play

Share price5

C$0.56/share (US$0.43)

–

Continued growth through M&A

Market cap5

US$37.4 million

High-value assets

1.
2.
3.

Capital Markets

–

–

Near-term production of 3,000 bbls/d1

Listing

TSX: VLE

–

Reserves of 6.5 million bbls (2P), independently evaluated NPV10 of
US$59.3 million after tax2

Liquidity6

ADTV 710k shares traded daily

–

Contingent resource of 13.5 million boe (2C)2

–

Prospective resource of 19.7 Tcfe (2P)3

Shareholder base

One 17% shareholder (Baillie Gifford)
Next largest <5% outstanding

Anticipated Wassana field re-start Q4 2022
NSAI report, as of March 31, 2022
D&M report, as of December 31, 2018, adjusted for revised working interest

4.
5.
6.

March 31, 2022 – cash does not include US$0.4 million in Royalty receivable
June 22, 2022
20 day average to June 22, 2022
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Balanced Portfolio
!

Thrace Basin

Thailand acquisition adds depth and diversity

Tight gas play

– Near term oil production from the Wassana field
Turkey

– Medium term oil development and growth at the Rossukon field
– Shallow water offshore operating environment

!

Turkey remains a core part of the portfolio
– Longer-term gas appraisal play

Oil field development

– Potentially very large source of upside

Wassana

– Onshore and easily connected to Turkish and international markets

!

Thailand

Rossukon

Oil field restart

Continuing focus on good fiscal terms and stable operating
environment

Country

Asset

Interest

Product

Situation

Phase

Reserves

Resource

Thailand

Wassana

89%

Oil

Offshore

Production re-start planned
for Q4 2022: 3,000 bbls/d

6.5 mmbbls 2P1

7.7 mmbbls 2C (dev. unclarified)2

Thailand

Rossukon

43%

Oil

Offshore

Development (mid term)

-

4.9 mmbbls 2C (dev. pending)2 +
0.9 mmboe 2C (dev. unclarified)2

Turkey

Thrace
basin

63% - 100% Gas

Onshore

Appraisal (longer term)

1.
2.
3.

Powered
by Bing
3
© Australian Bureau of Statistics, GeoNames, Microsoft, Navinfo, OpenStreetMap, TomTom, Wikipedia

3,283 mmboe 2P (19.7 Tcfe)

Working interest share, before royalties 2P reserves (NSAI report, March 31, 2022)
Working interest share, before royalties, unrisked recoverable best estimate 2C contingent resource (NSAI report, March 31, 2022)
Working interest share, before royalties, unrisked recoverable best estimate 2P prospective resource (D&M report, December 31, 2018)
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Thailand: An Excellent Platform for Valeura’s Strategy
Upstream Summary
!

Mature hydrocarbon basin

Familiar Environment
!

Matches management’s Southeast Asia
experience

!

Shallow water offshore oil

!

Generally benign operating conditions

– Thailand produces >700,000 boe/d (DMF, 2020. 70% gas, 30% oil)
– Producing assets available through M&A
– Relatively low competition

!

Successful basin for small-mid cap operators

!

Local market demand and ability to export

!

Educated and experienced local workforce

!

Services available in country/region, competitive
– Similar geology across basin creates economies of scale on opex
– Repeated development technologies, cookie-cutter approach

!

Sophisticated and pragmatic regulator

!

Good fiscal terms – royalty/tax regime
– 5-15% sliding scale royalty / 50% petroleum income tax

!

Growing economy in Thailand
– Average GDP growth 3.7% (Canada, US, UK all <2%)1
– Primary energy demand growth 24% (Canada, US, UK all <5%)2

1.
2.

10-year average, pre pandemic. Source: World Bank
10-year average, pre-pandemic. Source: IEA
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Gulf of Thailand Acquisition
!

Acquisition of Gulf of Thailand company out of receivership

!

Price US$3.1 million (plus US$7.0 million contingent)

!

Production facility (MOPU) acquisition for US$9.2 million1

!

Key acquisition highlights

!

–

A new operating and management team for Valeura in Thailand

–

Near-term oil production of 3,000 bbls/d, anticipated net cash flows of
US$9 million per quarter after re-activation of Wassana2

–

2P reserves of 6.5 mmbbls, independently evaluated
NPV10 of US$59.3 million after tax3

–

Upside through 13.5 mmboe contingent resource, including the undeveloped
4.7 mmbbl Rossukon oil field4

–

Access to tax loss carry forwards

Cash-funded via a majority-owned SPV
–

No equity raise to fund acquisition

–

Add of a specialised in-region leadership team

Strong Deal Metrics
!

US$1.70/bbl recoverable (Wassana 2P + Rossukon 2C)2,3

!

US$6,433/ flowing bbl acquired (Wassana only)5

!

Anticipated payback within 6 months of restart2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mobile Offshore Production Unit (MOPU) purchase price phased over 14 months
Based on recent benchmark commodity prices ($94/bbl realised) price
Working interest share, before royalties 2P reserves (NSAI report, March 31, 2022) and
NPV after taxes, using 10% discount rate
Working interest share, before royalties, unrisked recoverable best estimate 2C
contingent resource (NSAI report, March 31, 2022)
Total purchase price / Wassana anticipated near-term production rate
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Wassana Oil Field Reactivation (licence G10/48)
Field/block Description
!

89% operated working interest

!

First production in 2015, recently ~3,000 bbls/d net (shut in mid 2020)

!

2P reserves 6.5 mmbbls, independently evaluated
NPV10 of US$59.3 million after tax1

!

2C resource 7.7 mmbbls2

!

Final block expiry 2035

Existing Infrastructure
!

Mobile Offshore Production Unit (Ingenium)
–
–
–
–

48 metres water depth
16 development wells
Oil processing capacity of 20,000 bbls/d
Normal recertification planned for July 2022

!

Oil export via CALM Buoy to a leased Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO) vessel

!

Production restart planned for Q4-2022

Infill Development Drilling Planned
!

Up to 15 additional infill development targets
–
–
–
–

5 well campaign planned for Q2 2023
Primary targeting the “2.0 Sand” reservoir – new reservoir
Longer-reach horizontal wells drilled from MOPU
Clearly visibility on seismic
1.
2.

Production
facility
(MOPU)

Oil storage
(FSO)

Working interest share, before royalties 2P reserves (NSAI report, March 31, 2022) and NPV after taxes, using 10% discount rate
Working interest share, before royalties, unrisked recoverable best estimate 2C contingent resource-development unclarified (NSAI report, March 31, 2022)
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Rossukon Oil Field Development (licence G6/48)
Field/block Description
!

43% operated working interest

!

Discovered in 2009 - block expiry 2036

!

Fully appraised by six wells drilled to date

!

2C resource 4.7 mmbbls1

570 Sand Depth Structure Map

– Independently assessed 84% chance of development

!

Substantial upside opportunities
– Rossukon Field Extensions and near-field prospects mean unrisked gross OOIP 220 mmbbls2

Approved Development Plan
!

One fixed wellhead / production platform
– 53 metres water depth

Rossukon-A
Conceptual Development

– Oil processing capacity of 25,000 bbls/d
– Water injection up to 25,000 bbls/d

Oil
storage
(FSO)

– 24 well slots

!

Offload via leased Floating Storage Offloading (FSO) vessel

!

First oil planned for Q4 2023

!

Lower capex early development scenario being review

Production
facility

– Final Investment decision planned to 2022
1.
2.

Working interest share, before royalties, unrisked recoverable best estimate 2C contingent resource –
development pending (NSAI report, March 31, 2022)
Management best estimate
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Material Upside from 20 Tcfe1 Deep, Tight gas Play
Very large proven play
!
!
!
!
!
!

41 km wide significantly over-pressured gas play
Inplace gas proven across basin with drilling
Prospective Resource estimated at 20 Tcfe1
All appraisal wells have flowed gas
High working interest (average 83%) & operatorship
Excellent technical dataset supports appraisal

Hanoglu-1

41km (25 mi)

! >US$100 million recently invested
! Seismic, core, and data from three new wells

Forward plan
! Target sweet spots where best reservoir is
coincident with dry gas
! Hanoglu-1 identified as next location
! Poised to resume drilling promptly after securing
a suitable joint venture partner

1.

Top overpressure

Valeura working interest, unrisked recoverable natural gas prospective resource per D&M report as of Dec. 31, 2018, adjusted for working interest after Equinor withdrawal in Q1 2020.
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Milestones
Acquisition

2022 Q2

2022 Q3

2022 Q4

2023

SPA and MOPU purchase agreed
Closing
FSO re-tender

Commercial agreements signed

Wassana
restart

MOPU re-certification
FSO delivery, anchoring and hook up
Production restart
5 Infill wells
~3,000 bbls/d net

~4,500 bbls/d net

Rossukon
development

Development scenario discussions with partners/regulator
FID
Development
Production

Turkey

Farm down and continuing appraisal
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Tremendous Value
NPV of Reserves and Resource
Substantial upside value potential from
Thailand 2C and Turkey 2P resource

300

NPV (US$ million)

250
200

Tangible value: US$137 million
(~C$2.00/share)6

150
100
50

Market cap: US$37 million
(C$0.56/share)5

1

0
Wassana Wasana
1
1
Proved Probable
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2P

Rossukon Thailand Thailand Turkey
2
2C
tangible upside 3 upside 4
value

2P reserves volume and value per NSAI
2C resource - development pending, unrisked best estimate (volumes and values per NSAI)
2C resource – development unclarified, unrisked best estimate (volumes per NSAI, valued at US$9.18/boe, same unit rate as 2P valuation)
Turkey value undefined
June 22, 2022
Tangible value defined as 2P reserves plus development pending 2C resource
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Summary
! High value Thailand oil production, cashflow and growth
– Strong deal metrics US$6,433/flowing bbl, US$1.70/bbl reserves + near term resource1,2
– Material cash flow of US$9 million/qtr, resulting in quick payback of 6 months from production restart2
– Medium-term growth not contingent on exploration success, further appraisal, or proof of concept

! Further growth through M&A
– Experienced regional leadership and BD team in place in the region
– Additional opportunities under evaluation now
– Strong deal-flow characteristics, including limited competition for assets in Southeast ASia

! Turkey tight gas play remains source of potential upside in longer-term
– Strong Turkey gas prices creating increased partnering interest
– Poised to resume appraisal activity rapidly, with advanced permitting underway for next drill locations

1.
2.

Total initial and contingent consideration plus MOPU cost / Wassana anticipated 3,000 bbls/d production, Wassana 2P reserves + Rossukon 2C resource
Working interest share, before royalties 2P reserves and working interest share, before royalties, unrisked recoverable best estimate 2C contingent resource (NSAI report, March 31, 2022)
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